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class of coherent electron cyclotron instabilities which relies on relativistic effects associated with the electron motion is called the electron cyclotron "maser" or "gyrotron" instability. In this instability the electron's cyclotron frequency is a function of the electron's energy (nonisochronous rotation). Under certain conditions, i.e., if the Doppler shifted radiation frequency is slightly higher than the electron cyclotron frequency, the electrons can experience azimuthal phase bunching. The resulting electron current density excites coherent radiation. This mechanism was proposed independently in the late 1950's by a number of researchers1 -4 and is the basis of the electron cyclotron maser radiation source (gyrotron) 5 - 2 8 and is also generally believed to be responsible for radiation observed from the earth's magnetic poles, 2 9-3 1 solar atmosphere 3 2-3 In this paper we derive a set of one dimensional, fully nonlinear and relativistic wave-particle equations which describe the evolution of a system of particles in a magnetic field. Both the beam and plasma electron dynamics are treated fully nonlinearly and self-consistently and the ions are assumed infinitely massive. This formulation is used to study a beam-plasma cyclotron instability which may have applications as a source of powerful coherent, high frequency radiation. The particular cyclotron instability which we consider in some detail is the high frequency Doppler shifted interaction. This interaction has been extensively studied in the absence of a background plasma. 22 -2 4' 3 8 In the absence of a plasma, the concept which utilizes a self resonance condition on the high frequency Doppler shifted interaction Is referred to as the cyclotron-autoresonance maser I (CARM In this section the relativistic, nonlinear particle orbit equations are obtained in a convenient representation. These particle orbits are used in Section III to derive the appropriate driving currents for the electromagnetic field. The current densities are, in turn, used to derive a system of selfconsistent, fully relativistic equations describing the temporal evolution of the wave.
The transverse vector potential associated with the right hand circularly polarized electromagnetic field is represented by A(z,t) -A(t) (sin C(z,t)e x + cos *(z,t)ey),
where A(t) is the temporally varying amplitude of the circularly polarized wave, *(zt) -k zw(t') dt' is the phase of A(z,t), kz is the wave number, and w(t) is the temporally varying frequency.
The relativistic orbit equations, for electrons in the fields given by is the Lorentz factor, m o is the electron's rest mass, e is the electronic * charge and the dot denotes a total time derivative. Substituting (1) into (2), *. the three components of the momentum equation become
' .. 
where r(t) -A-1 (t) 3A(t)/at is the nonlinear growth or decay rate of the electromagnetic field and v z = pz/Ymo. A convenient representation for the -transverse particle momenta is Px a pI cos , and py -p sin e, where p -p(z, 0 °' 020' t) is the magnitude and 9 -6(z o 0 , o 20, t) Is the phase " of the transverse particle momentum at time t having the initial values zo, so and 20. Using the transverse momentum representation, the orbit equations in
$ -(w -p k /Ym -QY)
where -9(t) + *(z,t) is the relative phase between the particle transverse momentum and the electromagnetic wave .
III. Self-Consistent Evolution of Fields
The one dimensional wave equations for the vector potential A(z,t) is
where j(z.t) is the response particle current density which will be determined by taking appropriate averages over the particle orbits. Substituting*(1) into (6) , the wave equation can be cast into the form
where a(t) -(2rw + aw/3t)A and
z To obtain a and 8 explicitly in terms of the response current density we multiply (7a) and (7b) by cos * and sin $. Upon integrating the resulting equations over z from 0 to 21/k z we obtain
In Eqs. (8), the spatial integral is taken from 0 to 2w/k z rather than from 0 to -. The reason for this is that we are considering solutions for the fields that are spatial periodic with a period equal to a wavelength 2r/k z and with temporally varying amplitudes and frequencies. The temporal evolution of a and 0 completely characterizes the electromagnetic wave. To obtain the temporal
(i dependence of a, and 8, and hence the wave amplitude and frequency, the selfconsistent current densities are needed.
The particle current density can be expressed in terms of the particle velocities averaged over the initial particle distribution function. The average current density can be shown to be given by
where nb is the average ambient particle density, Z(z o , 2o, t) and In obtaining the current density representation in (9) the actual particle distribution function was written as a sum of the individual particle distribution function. For a large ,-number of particles the sum can be replaced by integrals over the initial momentum and position of the particles. Generalizing the response current in (9) to more than one particle species evolves summing (9) over the various particle distributions. Substituting (9) into Eqs. (8) 
-[2v ff dp dp g (P p ) < -. 1 (COS ) > , 
Normalized Particle-Wave Equations
The expressions in (10) together with the orbit equations in (4) describe the fully nonlinear evolution of the fields represented by (1) . Introducing normalized variables, the orbit equations in (4) become ...
IV. Linear Growth Rates for Beam-Plasma Cyclotron Interactions
The linear electromagnetic dispersion relation, in unnormalized units, for a cold magnetized electron beam propagating and gyrating within a cold stationary plasma can be derived from the fully nonlinear equations in (11)
and (12) . The details of the derivation will not be given here, but can be found in Ref. (34) . The electromagnetic dispersion relation is
The left-hand side of (14) represents the electromagnetic dispersion relation for right-hand circularly polarized waves in a cold, stationary plasma with plasma frequency wp. The right-hand side of (14) represents the coupling term due to the propagating and gyrating beam. The beam is taken to have a plasma frequency wo, axial velocity voz and transverse velocity vo0 -CB .
In general there are three unstable interaction frequencies associated with the dispersion relation. Figure 1 shows the general features of the dispersion relation and the three possible intersection frequencies for waves propagating along the magnetic field. In this section we will be primarily concerned with finding the linear growth rates for the medium and high frequency modes, labeled w, and w 2 , respectively. To solve for the growth rates we set w -wV +w, where wo = vozkz + g /Y and is the Doppler where we have set w -vzk z equal to QolY o on the right-hand side of (14) Case 1 (medium frequency interaction, w -w 1 i go)
In the absence of the beam, wb -0, the frequency of the electromagnetic wave in the background magnetized plasma, for waves slightly above the cut-off (20) we note that the effect of the background plasma is equivalent to an effective transverse wave number. The effective transverse wave number introduced by the background plasma is not, however, wco/C, as would be expected, but is substantially smaller, due to the presence of the nearby cyclotron mode, and equal to (w2/2 )W /C W 2p/(Q c a /oY -B2 w vanishes.
V. Effects of Velocity Spreads
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II. Beam Quality and Velocity Spread
The measure of quality of a spatially uniform electron beam propagating along and gyrating about a uniform magnetic field is given by two independent quantities. In this paper we will choose these two independent quantities to be the fractional half-width spread in the relativistic mass factor Y and the velocity pitch angle e o where ° a 01 /8 oz. That is, the measure of beam quality is determined by AY/Y o and ae/e° where AY/Y and AeI8° are positive and assumed small compared to unity. Figure 2 shows the velocity distribution for a beam having a 6e and AY spread. In Fig. 2 
0
comparison of (35) with the numerically computed efficiencies is given in Section VII.
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VIII. Numerical Illustrations
In this article we are interested in the possibility of applying the high frequency interaction process to the generation of high power millimeter and submillimeter radiation. To this end the coupled wave particle equations in (11) and (12) Although not contained in the present paper our analysis shows that the present radiation mechanism may be more applicable to an oscillator 
